Voice messages have been used in safety applications using electrically-controlled continuous taperecorders, but the recent development of speech synthesizers for the commercial market make the electronic approach particularly appealing because such systems are both economical and reliable.
The Dynamitron Radiation Safety System monitors both gamma and neutron radiation in five separately controlled areas for two independent accelerators. The safety specifications require warnings prior to the start-up of either of these machines. The specifications also require warnings prior to the opening of a shutter which allows the beam into the target area and high radiation warnings for five controlled areas. Either gamma or neutron radiation in any controlled area constitutes an unsafe condition; thus, only one high-radiation message is needed per controlled area. Eight separate messages are The other two ports of the microcomputer are used to communicate with the speech synthesizer. (see Fig. 1 bits of information, it requires ampflication and filtering before it can be used to drive a speaker. Therefore, a low-power, band-pass amplifier and filter are provided to drive a clean audio signal with a low output-impedance into the input of the external audio amplifier used in the public-address system.
The internal PROM on the synthesizer, which contains the logic for the specific vocabulary required, is addressed with a 6-bit word interfaced to port B of the microcomputer. This allows selection of the starting address for the word or phrase synthesizingprocess. Port B provides the means for the addressing of single words of the desired message and both Port B and port C are used to provide the handshaking between the synthesizer and the microcomputer. The use of single word addressing gives the designer the flexibility of generating pauses between words for greater clarity and emphasis in the delivered message. If desired, the synthesizer can be programmed by the manufacturer to deliver complete messages with a single address. However, this restricts the use of addressing individual words to create additional messages with the existing vocabulary.
A chip-select line, a busy line, and a start-input line are also available to control the synthesizer card via the interface. The start and the busy commands provide the handshaking necessary for the production of sentences of two or more words.
Software Requirements
The software consists of two independant programs. The first is stored in the speech synthesizer memory programed by the manufacturer. This program contains the logic for the specific vocabulary required and will not be covered in this paper. The second program provides the logic necessary to interface the safety system to the speech synthesizer.
The microcomputer must perform three basic tasks:
1.
Initialize its internal I/O ports, and its stack, and set the program variables. 2.
Monitor the alarm conditions of the safety system; decode the logic; and output the proper addressing code the desired number of times and in the proper priority, to the speech synthesizer.
3.
Provide the proper timing of signals transferred to the synthesizer; and allow time for the audio word to be delivered as well as provide the time delays between words.
The Flow Diagram (Fig. 2) shows the logical flow of program information. The major subroutines used in this program are explained in detail below:
INIOP:
Initialize the I/O ports, that is, set ports A and C as input ports and port B as an output port. Set all outputs to zero, fix the number of times the messages are to be repeated.
REAIN:
The Readin subroutine reads the input port A, which contains the alarm conditions generated by the Radiation Safety System and stores this data-word in memory.
MSG:
The message subroutine loads from memory the alarm condition code, then decodes the word one bit at a time. It routes the program to its action branch when the processor detects a true bit. This subroutine has eight action branches which are; Rad 6, Rad 5, Rad 4, Rad 3, Rad 2, SHU, MSD, and DYM. After the action branches have performed their functions they return the program to the message subroutine via nodes Xl, X2, . . . X8. When the program reaches X8 it is returned to the Readin subroutine and the process is repeated. The program flow falls through, starting with the highest priority test and progresses down to the lowest priotity test as shown in the Flow Diagram (Fig. 2) . This subroutine determines which messages are to be used and when to make them.
Rad 6:
Radiation alarm in area 6 subroutine is the highest priority of the eight branch-subroutines. Except for different area and at different priorities the Rad 6 through Rad 2 subroutines accomplish the same action. These five subroutines are described in general, with priorities descending from 6 to 2.
The RAD subroutines first load from memory the message repetition number and then test for zero. If zero, it exits to the appropriate node for re-entry into the MSG subroutine. If not zero, it points to the memory which stores its particular coded message.
Stored in memory as a look-up table are eight coded messages. Each contain the information required by the synthesizer to generate the particular audio message.
Each coded RAD message is independant of the other and can vary in length. These coded messages contain the beginning address of a word or delay, generated by the logic within the synthesizer memory. The number of words for each specific coded message is indexed by a pointer and tested so that the complete message can be transfered to the synthesizer, one word at a time. Thus, the look-up table is indexed from a starting point through its complete coded message. Prior to each indexing procedure the information is transferred via I/O port B and C through the interface circuit to the synthesizer by the STRD subroutine. When the counter has been indexed to zero, the message is complete and the particular RAD subroutine returns by way of its appropriate re-entry node to the MSG subroutine.
STRD:
The strobe subroutine outputs the data required (synthesizer word address) to the synthesizer via the interface circuit, awaits the handshake, and outputs the next word. It repeats this process until the message is complete. The data word is passed to the strobe subroutine in the A register. It then indexes the memory pointer, leaving the pointer ready for the next word of the message. It sets the unused high-bit to zero and outputs the starting address to the synthesizer for the audio-message generation. The program then temporarily stores this coded address in a register so that it can input port C and test the busy line. Then it loops until the busy line goes high, signifying that the synthesizer is ready for another input.
The data word that was temporarily saved, is brought back to the A register for further use. This testing of the busy line is the handshake required to synchronize the microcomputer and the synthesizer.
The subroutine adds 40H to the data word which brings the start-bit high and outputs this modified word via port B. The 6th bit is then masked out and this word is again routed to port B which creates a start pulse along with the six-bit-word address passed to the synthesizer memory. After the completion of this information transfer and a short delay, the subroutine returns control to its caller.
The remaining action-branches, SHU, MSD, and DYM, are similiar to the RAD branches, although their messages differ and they are at the bottom of the priority list.
It should be pointed out that the testing of the complete alarm condition coded word is done with a fixed priority. The synthesizer's vocabulary is presently the most expensive component of the system. However, if more than one system is to be so configured the vocabulary cost is reduced to a single programming charge rather than a word development charge. In addition, this cost should decrease in time as more of these circuits are sold and vocabulary libraries increase. 
